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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the application of the ASM (Adjoint

Sensitivity Method) to thermalhydraulic codes. The advantage of
:hc method is to use small CPU tune ui comparison with usual
approach requiring one complete code run per sensitivity
determination. In the first part the mathematical aspects of the
problem are treated, and the applicability of the method of the
functional-type response of a ihermalhydraulic model is
demonstrated. On a simple example of non linear hyperbolic
equation 1 BURGERS equation) the problem has been analysed.
It is shown that the formalism used in the literature treating this
subject is not appropriate. A new mathematical formalism
circumventing the problem is proposed. For the discretized form
of the problem, two methods are possible : the Continuous ASM
and the Discret ASM. The equivalence of both methods is
demonstrated, nevertheless only the DASM constitute* a
practical solution tor thennalhydnuiic code*. The application of
•.he DASM to the ihermalhydraulic safety code CATHARE is
'.hen presented for two examples. They demonstrate (hat DASM
constitutes an efficient tool for the analysis of code sensitivity.

INTRODUCTION
In the field of nuclear reactor analysis, the evaluation of code*

uncertainty constitute* a crucial point. TnU problem has been
investigated by several authors proposing diverse methodologies
for this evaluation iBoyack 1986, CSNI report 19S9). The
purpose of this paper is not to propose a new methodology, but
to present a mathematical tool which could contribute to the
solution of the problem.

In the frame of code uncertainty evaluation, whatever the
methodology, or the strategy is, a basic problem is posed : how
sensitive is the solution from a code to parameters defined with
an uncertainty? The solution may be temperature, mass flow

rate, mass inventory .. The parameters may be boundary or
uiitial conditions, friction coefficient ?r my physical criterion
used in the models.

The answer to the question is given oy sensitivity analysis
which could be earned out by at least three methods

The first method is the most common and as :'ar as :he author
knows, the uniquely used method for thermaihyjriudc cedes
Considering one physical problem solvable by '.he ziit. :.".e
sensitivity to one parameter etc is provided by runr.ing 'he cede
a second time with an incremeuuon of >:'< This rr.ethoa
consumes large CPU tunes, because for each sensitivity one
complete code run is required.

The second method called the Forward Sensitivity Method
(FSM) is a linear method. It requires the construction of :he
Forward Sensitivity Equations FSE) uhicn may be
automatically derived from the Forward Equations. StUl
considering one physical problem, the sensitivity of code
solution to one parameter efc is provided by solving the FSE.
The advantage is that this calculation is cheeper than the
previous one (one has to. now, solve a linear problem). The
disadvantage is that the conclusions of this linear sensitivity
analysis are theoretically limited to small variations of the
parameter eic.

The third method called the Adjoint Sensitivity Method (ASM)
(Cacuci 1981.19S2.1983) is also a linear method. It requires the
construction of the Adjoint Sensitivity Equations (ASE) which
may be obtained from the FE. Still considering one physical
problem, one would now obtain the sensitivity of the solution to
all problem parameters by solving the ASE. The ASM has the
same disadvantage as the FSM: it provides only a linear
answer. The advantage is that the ASM is largely cheeper
because U is better fitted to our problem. Indeed, with the two
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previous methods Jne run gives the sensitivity of solution
enables to one parameter, but we are generaiiy interested in
:he sensitivity of i few solution variables (e.g. peak cladding
temperature, loop seal clearing time, minimum core mass
,nventory . i to i large number of parameters.

The present paper is concerned with the application of the
ASM to thermahydrauuc codes. In the first part the
mathematical formulation is discussed on a simple example, and
m the second part the application of the method to the french
satety code CATHARE .Barre 1990. Bestion 1990) is
Jiscussed.

et J ex-

^u !x,O) = U1O !£> I

"u lO.t) = U-O IE) r-

,41

O < x < a

O < t < T

This method corresponds to ihe Forward Sensitive Method
i FSMV

This approach becomes verv expansive when we are ur.ereswi
tn a large number of parameters Thus, we propose :o use the
Adjouit Sensitivity Method IASM'I which consumes less C?rJ
tunes.

MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
We consider the phase space: Q = ]0.a(x|0.T[

ind the following hyperbolic system.

- ^ - U - - UU) = O onQ (1)
at ?x

Ulx.Ol = U0(e) 0 < x < a
UiO.t) = U K E ) 0 < t < T
where U is the unknown real function

It is assumed that
- the regular real function fis strictly convex

with: f >0 on R+. and ffO) = 0
- L'O. Ui are regular given real fiinctions

with. Uo > 0, Ul > 0 a n d U 0 < Ul
- i is a real parameter
• Î and T are independent of e.
We consider one answer R depending explicitly on the solution
U of ( 1 ) by the expression.

R = jTF(U)dfl

where F is some given real function.

(2)

The dependence of U on e induce* tn implicit dependence of
R on s. The goal of sens&vity analysis will be to deduce a
linear approximation of the variation AR due to small due to
small perturbations he of the parameter e.

If hu is the variation of the solution U (due to he), the
differentiation of (1) and (2). leads to the following
approximation of AR :

(3)

where hu is solution of the linear system:

Introduction of the ASM
The partial differential equation of 4) ;s multiplied by a :est

function V. The integration by parts of :he result on :he pr.ase
space Q, gives

rt cv , cv .
<.- -—t i.u>—.ha

JJo ct ex

I6I

If we now consider the adjoint systèm-

es C1V
C(U)—«Fil'l

ôt ex

v(x, T)-Q 0 < x < a

v(a.t) = 0 0 « t < T

It appears that if V is a solution of 16) we have i because ox >3>.
(5) and (6) ) .

ro'(e)V(x,Oldx

t-If(U1(E))U', (eiV(O.t)dt }

The key point of the method is that hu no longer appears in
(7). Thus, after solving 16) one time, we can compute directly
the approximation dR of the variation AR of R due to any
perturbation he of the parameter. The calculation of each JR
consists in an integral calculation, the computation cost is
négligeable in comparison to the cost of the resolution of a
system as (4) required for each perturbation he in the FSM.

Discussion on the ASM formalism
The formalism used in the previous section to develop the

A. OUNSY F. de CRECY B.BRUN



ASM method is commonly used in the literature (Cacuci 1981,
1982. 1983). as the general formalism . Nevertheless it can be
demonstrated that this formalism is not appropriate for non
linear hyperbolic systems.

The nonlinear hyperbolic system (1) can be solved by the
method of characteristics. VVe find the solution

if 0 < « l c ( c . O ) < t < T

Ufx.t.e) =

where

k
U1(E)-U0(E)

(8)

(9)

This solution corresponds to a shock wave. The discontinuity
U(O-.0) # U(0,0-) propagates along the shockline
M = ( (x, t) ; x = k(e, t) ; 0 < t < T) with the speed:

, dx f (U, ) - f (U n ) [F(U)]

" dt " U 1 - U 0 " [ U ]
(10)

The equality (10) is the Ranlcine-Hugoniot condition .It muse
be verified by the solution along the shock line iSmoller 1983).

To simplify the calculation, it is assumed that :
a > k|£,t)

F(U) = U

Then, the adjoint system is

on £2 (U)

V(X1T) = 0
V(a,t! = 0

0 < x < a
0 < t <T

This system has an infinitely many solutions. Indeed, consider
the function V defined on Q with:

if: 0 S t S T ; k (s . t ) S x S k ( e , T ) - H U O ( E i ) i T • t l

V(x,t) = T -1
if: O S t S T

klE.T) - f'lUOIell (T - tl S x S a - (T -Hf

V ( X - t ) = f (U0(S))

if: 0 S t S T; a-(T-t)f ' (UQIEI) S x s a

Where:

g(E) = 1-[f(Ui(E))-flU0(e)l)/[f(Ul(e)l(Une)
l(E| = 1-(f(UKe)|-flU0lEI)l/If (UO(ElI (Ui (si

So, for any differentiate function q on (0.T) with qiT) = 0
the function V defined above is a solution of the adjoint system
(U).

Once a function q is fixed; the linear variation dR of R to a
perturbation de of e given by the ASM method is

de{ U 0 ' ( E )aT

If we replace in O) the solution U with its expression from i?l
(note that we supposed F(U) = U) we get:

^ - (13)

If we differentiate this expression, we get:

V(x,t) = T -1
if : Tgfe) S t S T ; 0 S x S HUt Is)) (t - gle) T)

if : Tg(el S t S T ; f (Ui (e|| (t • g(e) T) S x Sk(e,t»
or. OStS Tg(e); 0 S x S WM)

dR(e)

•».l.(r(U,(e))U1,(£)-r(U0(e))U>
0(8)] }

(14)

and we see that expressions (12) and (14) are not equivalent.
This result show* that the formalism of the ASM method
developed in the literature is not appropriate for all the thermal-
hydraulic problems, particularly for nonlinear hyperbolic
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problems .

Tha Proposed ASM Formalism
It is clear that the sensitivity calculated above does not hold

because of the discontinuity of !he solution of system 11 ). When,
for a given perturbation he of e, we consider hu as the linear
approximation to the total variation of U. we forget to take into
account the variation of the shock line as a perturbation
associated to the solution variation. A formalism must be
developped by introducing naturaUy the shock line.

First remark that if U is the solution of system (1), for every
real differentiate function V, with

V(x.T) = 0 0 < it < a;
V(a.t) = 0 0 < t < T;

we have.'

f T f i 5 V gy
I I (_u f(U)—) =

Jo Jo dt ex

f"uo(e)V(\,O)dx + ff(U,(E))V(O,t)dt
Jo Jo

We define the perturbed shock line with:
xit) = k(E.t) + dk(t) 0 < t < T

tf we differentiate equation ( 15), we get:

f f <?V dV
( f(U)—)huJJn ct dx

- f ((U1(E)-U0(E))^
Jo at

(15)

(16)

M [V0(S)V(x,0)dx+ f f(U1(S))V(O,t)dt)
Jo Jo

Reminding the Rukine - Hugoniot relation'.

and remarking that:

,3V Sk di dV(t)
dt

(H)

(18)

with V(t)= v(k(e,t),t)

we get finally:

iiïlHlidk
'W)

= hE( f *U 0 ' (e )V(x .0)dx- I f ( U , i s ) i V i û . t . d f
Jo Jo

Similarly, after differentiating the answer, we get.

dR= ffF(U)hudn+f(F(U1i-FiC3»)dk (2O)
JJn Jo

Comparing (19) and (20), we see that the adjoint system must
be:

- — - f ( U ) — = F\U)
dt âx

ill)

V(x,T)=V(a,t)=0 0 < x < a 0 < t < T

and (U1 - Uo)-T-I V(k(e.t).t) = Fi U1 ) - F(U
dt

If we take F(U) = U. the solution of the adjoint sistem Jr.d :f
the function V previously defined is associated to qi t) = T-t
This solution is:

7-t S 3<«i-T-l f 'JyC••

V(X.t) = (22)

Hence we can calculate the sensitivity of R to e. with this new
formalism of the ASM method by:

ff(U|(E);ViO,t)dt,-(23)

with:

V(x,0) =
if OSXSl-Tf(Uo(El)

if «-T

(24)

and v(0,t) = T -1

we find:

dR(e)*de{ TaU0'(E)

if O S t S T

(25)
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Which is exactly the same result ai given by equation i U). This
shows the adequacy of the new formalism.

The Numerical Solution
There ire two ways to treat the discretised form of the problem

namely;
The continuous ASM method iCASM) where the analytical

adjoint system of partial differential equations is (analytically)
constructed and then discretised and numerically solved.

The discrete ASM method i DASM) where the ASM is
Jirectely applied to the algebraic system of the discretized code
equations.

To show the equivalence of both methods, we applied them to
the previous hyperbolic problem with:

a = : . T = I

Uo<E) = e
L1KE) = Zt
F(U) = U

In the case where the reference value of the parameter e a
equal to L. the exact value of the sensitivity is:

^- = (2 A
de 2 I -»

The results obtained by both methods are presented on
able 1.

(26)

the

APPLICATION OF THE DASM TO CATHARE COOE
The mathematical model of the Cathare Code is based on me

two fluid approach, using six equations imass. energy
and momentum balance tor each phase, usualy Uquia and
steam).

The equations are discretized on a staggered mesh. The spatial
discretization ii based on the donor cell rule, '.he time
discretization is fully implicit. The nonlinear equations are
solved by the Newton-Ralphson iterative method.

The main variables used by the code are:
P
hi
hg
a
v l

g

pressure
liquid enthalpy
gas enthalpy
void fraction
liquid velocity
gas velocity

The principle of the DASM applied to CATHARE is is
follows:
At time n, Uie forward difference equations are expressed in
terms of X" the variable vector defined at the current tune, and
X""1 the variable vector defined at the previous tune iX
corresponds to all problem variables ill :he pressures, all the
enthalpies,...).

A"(X".X""') = 0 d")

A rather general answer of the system is provided by

Table I. Comparison between DASM and CASM

Number Sensitivity Relative Sensitivity Relative
of with error with error

elements DASM CASM

(28)

4x4
8x8

16x16
32x32
64x64

128x128

2.866
3.136
3.306
3.400
3.449
3.474

0.181
0.104
0.055
0.029
0.015
0.007

3.008
3.229
3.355
3.425
3.462
3.481

0.141
0.077
0.041
0.021
0.011
0.006

The equivalence of both methods is demonstrated;
nevertheless, only the DASM constitutes t practical solution for
thermal hydraulics codes.

Where e = (e,,.. .E P )
are the problem parameters
The sensitivity to some parameter ek is given by

(29)

where <t> is the adjoint vector solution of the following ASE .

( f ^ - i ' d y + ( _ — ) ' $ " * ' = S " (30)

3X" axn

where

The resolution of the ASE is indépendant of the parameters
and must be carried out by going back from the final time to the
initial time. It must be noticed that the ASE requires the
calculation of two matrixes, the jacobian matrix of the forward
system and a complementary matrix constituted of derivatives of
the explicit terms of Che forward discrelized system.

A. OUNSY F. de CRECY B.BRUN



Consequently, the higher the implicitness of the code
Jiscretization, the lower the number of new terms to be
calculated since the jacobian matrix has already been
calculated for the resolution of the forward equations)

Dacrgssurization of an Adiabatic Capacity

The test consists in the depresiunzation of a vertical pipe
height: 4 S m . diameter: 0.1 m) through a 3mm top break (this

test has been chosen in the CATHARE assessement matrix
Barre 1990) it has been performed with the VERTICAL

CANON facility).

The boundary and initial conditions are:
Plx.t = 0) = PO
hiix.O) = HLO
hgtx.O) = HGO O S x S L
•iix.O) = ao= 0
Vux.0) = 0
Vg (X1O) = 0
Vl(O.t) = 0 O S t S T
VglO,t) = 0

P(L.t) = Pa (Atmospheric pressure)

We consider two responses:

the residual mass at final time:
R1 = (( l -a)p|*ap,) t = TA(x)dx

Jo

the maximum break flow rate (x = L).

R: ] O S t S T

We will calculate the sensitivities of Rl and R2 to four
parameters by OASM.
The four parameters are: PO. HLQ and the two real parameters
si and £2 (multiplying factors of the liquid to interface heat
transfer and of the interfacial friction).

We will compare the two expressions:

With a perturbation of parameters: SeJe 5 10%

The first value is the expected variation of the response R, due
to the perturbation Ae of the parameter e, calculated by OASM.
The second .alue is the exact variation calculated after
executing the code twice.
In the base case we have:

PO = 1.33098 107 Pascal
HLO = 1.24 [06;/kg
El = 1 0
S2 = 1 0
And the responses are.
Rl = 10.747 kg
R2 = 10.265 kg'cm- s
The results obtained respectively
given in the tables 2 and 3

Table 2. Residual mass sensivity

for the rwo responses are

s

HL0

E1
L

JRl
de

-1.943 10"5

2.567 10"8

-1.475
-4.300 10'2

Table 3. Maximun break

e

HL0

P0

e l

dR2
de

-1.069 10"5

6.358 10"7

•2.127 10"2

-0.452

iARl>5A

-1 943
2 567 10":

-0.148
-0 004

flow sensitivity

,AR21SA

-1.069
0.636
-0 002
-0.045

AR1)BF

•1 982
2 300 10":

-0.144
0.007

IAR2)BF

-1 052
0 649
-0 002
0 039

•: iïl
Rl JE
-2 242
O 032

•0 137
•0004

•1 291

O 824
-2 07 1O-3

•0 044

Both approaches are consistant. Despite the strong non
linearity of the model 10% of variation for the investigated
parameters are seen to be small variations.

Daprai»uriz»t:jn of a haatad pin»
The ffcometrical caractenstics and the initial and

boundarii» have been chosen in order to get a transient
comparable to i»rw Hreak Loss Of Coolant Accident
(LOCA) in the core of a Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR).

In this case the fuel rod temperature is the solution of the heat
equation:

<JT 1 d,. ôï 131)

for:
0 S t S Tf
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O S x S L

!•min IX) S r < rmax Ix)
Where pC_, >. and q, respectively the heat capacity. th« heat
conductivity and the volumetric nuclear heat generation are
constants (table 4;

Tabla 4. Physical properties of wall mat«na

3.S 3.S 10S

The boundary and initial conditions are:

T(r.x.0) = T(r,x) {steady state)

drawn. The high sensitivity of the heat conduction coefficient

should be noted.

CONCLUSIONS
It has been demonstrated and illustrated bv two examples that

the ASM can be applied to thermalh>drauhc codes The weak
point of the method is the usual !unit of linear approaches.
conclusions drawn by the method are theoretically 1 muted to
small variations of code parameters Consequently the sensitivity
analysis cannot be exclusively based on the ASM. The strong
point of the method is that it consumes very little CPU and hence
it allows systematic investigations. It constitutes an efficient tool
for preselecting the sensitive parameters, and can reduce the nsk
of errors of the "engineer judgement" since some trails leading to
unexpected sensitive parameters may be found by a systematic
use of the ASM Investigations have to be continued in order to
better determine the limits of the me'Jiod. a special attention has
to be paid to bifurcation criterion such as critical heat flux.
Nevertheless the present results may be considered as very
encouraging and allow us to consider DASM as a suitable tool
for code uncertainty evaluation.

This system is coupled to the hydraulic equations

because *L and *g. respectively the wall to liquid and wall to

gas heat tluxes, are functions of T w a Q but also functions of the

hydraulic variables (P. hi, hg, . . . ) . We analysed the sensitivity

of the maximal temperature Tmax of the wall to the four

parameters: e i . £2. Vj (x = 0) and X.

The value of TMAX in the base case U 904.S 0C which is

reached at time t=22.6» and x=3.8m.

The results obtained by DASM and the comparison to the
exact variations of TMAX for a 10% perturbation of the
parameters are in the table 4.

Table 5. Maximal temperature tentivity

(AR) S A

X

3.6
0.6

-5.9
-56.0

2.3
0.7
4.9

-54.0
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